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MEETING NOTES 

October 31st, 2019, 10 AM – 11:30 AM, Bellevue, WA 
 
Participants: Megumi Tanaka (United Blind of Seattle), Dorene Cornwell (on phone), Aaron 

Morrow 

Partners: M’Liss Moon (SVTC), Sam Nigh (SHAG), Deborah Whitmer (Seattle Dept of Human 

Services; on phone) 

Staff Support: Janie, Staci, Cassidy 

 

WELCOME, INTRODUCTIONS, AND ANNOUNCEMENTS 

 

The meeting began at 10:00am. Attendees provided introductions.  

Staci reminded attendees of the Pathway to Inclusion and the importance of using an inclusive 

planning lens. We as a group are hoping to reach level 5 where participants share in decision 

making. We reviewed the committee guidelines and shared meeting goals: to review the toolkit 

outline and reach a consensus on contents. 

 

DISCUSSION: TOOLKIT OUTLINE  

• Staci goes through the general outline of what the toolkit currently looks like and what the 
organizational plan is -- what is being included, etc. Asks group to give feedback on what is 
currently being included.  

• Demographics of King County  
o Showing this will display diversity of the region and include statistics that relate to 

where people are living, etc  

• Janie mentions the resource Staci shared out of an ARCGIS Map that informs about languages 
spoken in regions/cities of King County  

• Megumi mentions that Seattle is a place where many people in the deaf/blind community are 
traveling, but their perspective and needs are often overlooked because they are hard to reach 
(limited tactile translators, etc -- not enough people to help them). Thinks we need to 
communicate with this demographic and find statistics on this community in addition to their 
needs and the presence of tactile translators. Find info to allow this community to more 
represented.  

o Deborah affirms that Seattle has the largest deaf/blind population in any urban area in 
the U.S. and that these populations are getting around and making use of services; need 
to be considered more so that we can have their voices represented.   

• Janie mentions immigrant, refugee, and people experiencing homelessness populations as being 
-important to represent since these are large populations in Seattle.  

• Deborah thinks it is important to consider intersectionality; for example, people with limited 
English proficiency and disabilities. These populations exist and are even harder to reach due to 
multiple cultural barriers. Can be hard to find statistics on these populations.  
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o Staci says we may be able to compile statistics on these populations from different 
partner organizations.  

• Working with Diversity  
o This portion will detail the nuances of each group, what might be important to them, 

their unique needs, how to include them  
▪ Large long list thinking of specific groups to consider  

• Megumi thinks we should separate group by people with physical disabilities and people with 
historically oppressed identities (without physical disabilities). For example, a different type of 
program for people with mobility issues versus people who need to be taught about resources 
due to limited English proficiency. Difference, for example, between people who need help 
learning about mobility resources versus those who need help using mobility resources.   

• Aaron thinks, using the example of people who do not speak English, the only way to inclusively 
adapt to them is to come to them in their language. Believes speaking in native language to 
people is important.  

o Staci affirms that people learn differently -- some visually, some audibly, etc -- and so 
that it is important to keep these things in mind when holistically designing. Affirms that 
this is a living document which will always be open to change and betterment.  

• Aaron expresses that surveys are being overused and people are getting tired of being surveyed, 
which is something to consider in the process of this project.  

• Aaron wonders: what age range are we targeting? Are we targeting an age group?  
o Staci says there is not a specific age target; for example, youth  
o Aaron suggests reaching out to Seattle Children's to see what resources and 

methodologies they recommend  

• Sam thinks that a key way to reach people who are hard to read is through youth. For example, 
people who do not speak English -- their younger relatives may be great cultural bridges to 
reach these populations. It may be valuable to invite young relatives to meetings with their 
parents so they can provide both the age and cultural input.  

o Staci mentions a program that connects youth and adults; has tried before to see how 
transportation can fit into these programs  

o Megumi suggests that if they are in high school, they can use this as a community 
service credit in order to incentivize them to come  

• Megumi thinks it is important to remember that point is to cultivate independence and 
empowerment with these populations  

 

• Staci wonders for the future: what are performance metrics for this? How will we be able to 
measure inclusive planning practices?  

o Janie mentions that seeing other partner organizations and stakeholders using the 
practices outlined in this toolkit will be success  

o Aaron agrees that collaboration is important to this  
o Rob Gannon - inclusion on the social impact   

 

• Staci continues on to "Planning for Inclusion"    
o How to get started, doesn't have to feel impossible, or cost prohibitive  
o Aaron points out that this topic is changing rapidly; organizations all over using buzz 

words and trying to make it stick for their org   
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o Megumi suggests that this effort should start with kids, that way they grow up knowing 
these practices  

o Gen to Gen; organization that connects youths and older adults 
(https://generationtogeneration.org/communities-seattle/)  

o More about bringing different groups together?   
▪ Staci mentions Nov 3 Summit from last year and the diversity of attendees; this 

is what we should strive for; constantly bringing everyone together to work on 
one project   

• Aaron: "Normal" meeting structure of using flip charts and taking notes does not always work 

for everyone  

 

 

NEXT STEERING COMMITTEE MEETING 

Wednesday, November 13th, 2019, 1:00 – 3:00 PM 

King Street Center (201 S. Jackson St., Seattle, WA 98104) 8th floor, room 8-C 

 

CONTACT 

Janie Walzer, Programs Specialist 

GFredrickson@hopelink.org 

(425) 943-6744 

Cassidy Giampetro, KCMC Supervisor 

CGiampetro@hopelink.org 

(425) 943-6752 

 

https://generationtogeneration.org/communities-seattle/

